
 

 

FEBRUARY REVOLUTION 
CAUSES: 

• WAR WEARINESS 

o February revolution was an outburst of protest by an exhausted population 

o Inflation 

▪ Spending rose from 4 million roubles to 30 million roubles between 1914-17 

▪ Earnings doubled by price of food and fuel quadrupled 

o Transport 

▪ Disruption of transport meant wartime food shortages 

▪ 1916: Petrograd and Moscow only receiving 1/3 of food and fuel requirements 

o Army 

▪ Only 8.8% mobilised compared to 20.5% of Germany 

▪ Lack of equipment 

▪ Bureaucracy and management caused this, not incompetence of soldiers 

▪ Mutinies occurring 

o Tsar taking direct command of Russia’s armed forces 

▪ Blamed for army’s loss 

▪ Did not have much experience 

▪ Scapegoat for problems of war 

• Socioeconomic grievances of 1905 reappeared 

• Elites of Russian society failed to defend the regime 

• Regime crumbled under pressure of fighting a major war 

• Caused by revolutionary leaders or the popular movement? 

o Leaders not in the country 

o More rather caused by the popular movement 

WHAT HAPPENED? 

• 1500 deaths and 6000 casualties 

• STRIKES AND DEMONSTRATIONS (22nd-25th) 

o Lockout at Putilov factory (22nd February) 

▪ Catalyst for revolution 

▪ Threw 30000 workers onto the streets 

o International Women’s Day march (23rd February) 

▪ Saw thousands of women marching through streets of Petrograd in protest 

against the lack of food and futility of war 

▪ Tsarina: “hooligan movement” (lack of connection with her people at this point) 

o 25th February 

▪ City was paralysed by strikes 

▪ All factories closed and crows swelled to 200,000 

▪ Tsar lost use of armed force 

• Soldiers  no longer willing to repress the working people (own kind) 

• Tsarist police became the enemy 

• Government did not expect a revolution: saw strikes passing as bread riots 

• Tsar made disastrous mistake of ordering Khabalov to use force to 

suppress disorder 

 



 

 

• ARMY MUTINIES (27th February) 

o Started in Petrograd barracks 

▪ Soldiers armed themselves and marched in demonstrations, opening fire on 

police 

o Tsar suffered sudden, catastrophic loss of armed forces 

▪ Option of sending more troops to quell disorder became problematic  because 

of the risk that troops would fraternise with the crowd 

o Soldiers provided the workers with direction 

o Soldiers led the way in: 

▪ Raiding Arsenal and a weapons factory 

▪ Seizing telephone system and railway stations 

▪ 80000 troops mutiny an engage in widespread looting 

o Protestors opened jails and released all criminals, leading to a new sort of violence 

(criminal against the rich) 

o If the soldiers decided to obey the tsar’s orders, the February revolution would be 

crushed 

 

• DUMA 

o Rodzianko began to insist on the replacement of government ministers 

▪ Telegrammed the Tsar: “anarchy in the capital” “government is paralysed” 

o Tsar considered this an overreaction and ordered the dissolution of the Duma (28th 

February) 

▪ Duma refused 

• Continued meeting  

• Formed the Provisional committee of 12 men 

• Then declared themselves as the Provisional Government 

o On the same day, city’s Soviet decided to re-form.  

▪ Comprised mainly of Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries 

▪ Petrograd Soviet pledged to represent the interests of workers, soldiers and sailors 

o Liberals of Duma and generals of stavka 

▪ Lost faith in viability of the regime and failed to defend it 

▪ Rodzianko 

o Beloved generals of the Tsar 

▪ Called for his abdication 

o Final nudge off the throne was done by the people at the top of Russian society 

 

• TSAR’S ABDICATION 

o Boarded a train back to St Petersburg 

o Stalled by breakdowns in railway infrastructure 

o March 1st: approved formation of the Provisional government (announced by Muliukov) 

o March 2nd: met in railway car by delegation from the Duma insisting his abdication 

o Relented and signed the instrument of abdication, surrendering the autocratic power to 

his brother 

o Brother refused to accept the crown unless an elected constituent assembly offered it 

to him 

o Signed away more than 300 years of Romanov autocracy 

 



 

 

 

SIGNIFICANCE AND ANALYSIS: 

1. Soldier’s revolution 

• Selected strategic targets and transformed aimless demonstration into purposeful 

rebellion 

• Led the crowd to capture arsenal, telephone centre and railway stations 

2. Factory workers’ revolution 

• Major political leaders only stepped forward to lead the revolution after its triumph on 

27 February 

• leaders of strike committees provided the leadership 

• Did not have a grand plan for a revolution but they did know how to organise and 

coordinate demonstrations 

• Had the political sophistication to make links between economic grievances and 

political demands 

3. Spontaneous uprising of the general population 

• No leaders  

o Lenin in Switzerland at the time 

o Bolsheviks in political exile 

o Little involvement from revolutionary parties 

o Army mutinied because of the Tsar’s orders to fire on their own people – 

disobeying the Tsar was spontaneous 

o Lost confidence in autocratic regime 

4. Criminalisation of the revolution became a significant condition 

• Armed criminals roamed the streets and bashed or killed wealthy men and murdered 

women of propertied classes  

• Law and order would break down quickly 

• Russia became a state of violent lawlessness bordering on anarchy 

• This in turn would make people afraid, causing them to turn either to a strong man 

(Kornilov) or a strong party (Bolsheviks) to restore order. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ARGUMENT: 

• Regime collapsed within revolutionary pressure 

• Nation was unwilling to fight to save the old regime 

• No leaders – Lenin in Switzerland, Bolsheviks in political exile 

• Caused Tsardom to collapse when his supporters turned against him: 

o Soldiers mutinying 

o Duma refusing his orders and creating a Provisional Government 

o Highest ranking officers encouraged his abdication 

▪ Tsar’s position became hopeless 

• Strikes and demonstrations did not in themselves cause a revolution – it was the defection 

of the tsar’s previous supporters at the moment of crisis, compounded with Nicholas’ 

failure to resist that brought the fall of the Romanov dynasty 

• Spontaneous  

• Was a revolution – whilst it was intentionally designed to overthrow, the dissatisfaction 

towards the Tsar and the change in support from the elites made the Tsar’s collapse 

inevitable – had no choice but to give up the thrown as everyone was against him.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HISTORIANS INTERPRETATIONS: 

• “It was their pressure on Nicholas to abdicate that transformed a local mutiny into a 

nationwide revolution.' - Pipes 

• 'One of the most leaderless, spontaneous, anonymous revolutions of all time.' - Chamberlin 

• From the 27th the nature of the crowds grew much darker. The soldier element increased, 

along with the level of violence, as a result of the mutiny.'' - Orlando Figes 

• “It was an urging need for stronger government.” - Orlando Figes 

• easier to abdicate then to turn himself into a constitutional king - Figes 

• Nicholas abdicated from patriotic motives persuaded by the generals that he had to do so in 

order to keep Russia in the war and earn her the rewards of victory. - Pipes 



 

 

 

DUAL POWER – THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT AND THE SOVIET’S BATTLE 

FOR CONTROL 

ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT 

• Eight hour day for industrial workers 

• Abolishment of Okhrana 

• Granting of full civil and religious freedoms 

• Political prisoners released 

• Universal suffrage 

• Commitment to convene a popular elected constituent assembly 

BACKGROUND

- General unrest and anger in Petrograd but not lead or directed

- Revolution began as a challenege by traditional supporters of tsardom

COURSE

1. Strikes in major factories

2. International Women's Day protests (23rd Feb)

3. 12 rebellious duma members create Provisional Committee

4. Mensheviks set up Petrograd Sviet

5. Nicholas tries to return to Petrograd but is prevented by mutinous troops

6. Army high command advise Tsar to abdicate (2nd March)

7. Dual authority becomes de faxcto relationship

CHARACTER

- Not a revolution from below

- Bolsheviks played no part

- Revolution started by Tsar's traditional supporters

- Failure of leadership and nerve from the top

- Revolution in one city - Petrograd

- Consequence of war



 

 

WHAT THEY DID NOT ACHIEVE 

• Peasants access to land 

• Lacked legitimacy 

• Supply of food and fuel 

DUAL AUTHORITY 

• Provisional Government (formed 28th February 1917) and led by Prince Lvov to coordinate 

strikes in Petrograd during February Revolution 

• Milyukov said they were “appointed by revolution itself” 

• Not an elected body 

• As a result, it lacked legitimate authority 

• Authority limited by its unofficial partnership with the Petrograd Soviet 

• Provisional Government seemed unsure of its own authority – gave the Soviet greater 

prominence 

COOPERATION 

• At first there was considerable cooperation between the two bodies 

• Some individuals were members of both (eg. Kerensky) 

• Little conflict after February Revolution due to excitement in the air and entering a period of 

real freedom 

• This initial cooperation allowed them to make progressive reforms 

• However, as the year went on, the Provisional Government moved increasingly to the right 

and the Soviet increasingly to the left 

SOVIET ORDER NUMBER 1 

• Declared that decrees of the Provisional Government in regard to military affairs were binding 

only if they were approved by the Petrograd Soviet 

• Made it clear that the Provisional Government did not have power 

• Minister of War (Guchkov): “provisional government has no real power of any kind” 

RETURN OF THE BOLSHEVIKS 

• Many Bolsheviks who were in exile returned 

• Stalin returned from Siberia 

• Lenin returned from Switzerland in April 

• Stalin and Kamenev promoted accomodationism – should accept the situation and co-

operate with the Provisional Government – therefore accepting dual authority 

ROLE OF LENIN 

• Negotiated support from German Government to return to Russia after breakout of February 

Revolution (didn’t to miss the revolution) 

• Lenin wanted to pull Russia out of war and turn it into a class war 

• Lenin did not agree with Stalin and the Bolsheviks – he wanted “no support for the new 

government” 

• Speech at Finland Station (3rd April 1917) 

o Declared that February had not been a real revolution 

o It was far from giving Russia political freedom 



 

 

o It had created a “parliamentary-bourgeois republic” 

o Called for its overthrow in a second revolution 

• April Theses  

o Published in the newspaper Pravda 

o Spelt out future Bolshevik policy 

o Condemned all that happened after the fall of the Tsar 

o Had ulterior motives in demanding the soviets to take over the new government 

o Provisional government was  just another form of the old duma representing the 

propertied classes 

o Declared revolutionaries who supported the Provisional Government as traitors 

o Two provocative slogans: 

▪ “Peace, Bread, Land” 

• Peace – end war with Germany 

• Bread – end chronic food shortage 

• Land – redistribute land to the peasants 

▪ “All power to the Soviets” 

• Had to seem to be supporting them 

• So he could start a proper revolution 

PROBLEMS WITH THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT 

• From the outset it was in a troubled position 

• Main problem was war  

o No choice but to fight it to receive financial support from its allies 

o Tsardom had left Russia virtually bankrupt 

o Preoccupation with the war prevented it from dealing with Russia’s social and 

economic problems 

• Paradoxical situation – in order to survive in must keep Russia in the war but in doing so it 

destroyed its own chances of survival 

GOVERNMENT CRISIS 

• Series of violent demonstrations against Milyukov – resigned 

• New War Minister = Kerensky 

JUNE OFFENSIVE 

• Kerensky hoped a new offensive would revive Russian confidence in WW1 

• Campaigned for Russia to embrace the conflict with Germany as a struggle to save the 

Revolution – requiring total dedication of the nation 

• Intended to strengthen the Provisional Government – instead confirmed the war weariness of 

the Russian army and the people 

• Whole regiments mutinied or deserted 

• Russians had suffered 400,000 casualties by mid-July – forced to retreat 

JULY DAYS 

• The Provisional Government’s adherence to the war radicalised thousands of soldiers and 

heightened calls for a Soviet revolution 

o Anger and hostility in the cities 



 

 

• Evening of July 3rd: street demonstrations and riots involving thousands of factory workers broke 

out in the capital 

• July 4th: Joined by mutinous soldiers from Petrograd garrison 

• With another revolution seemingly building, the question arose of who would lead it 

o Lenin’s preferred tactic was to wait patiently while the party strengthened while 

continuing to attack the government with propaganda to promote the Soviets as an 

alternative government 

• Aimless rioting – didn’t have organisation to overthrow government 

• Crowd converged on the Tauride Palace to demand the Petrograd Soviet to take power 

• Bolshevik leaders did not know what to do 

o Aware that unplanned and spontaneous revolutions usually failed 

o Both Soviets and Bolsheviks refused to take command of the uprising, it was eventually 

crushed by government troops (Provisional Government) 

OUTCOMES OF THE JULY DAYS: 

• Bolsheviks and Lenin blamed for the uprising 

• Kerensky took immediate action and had a golden opportunity to destroy the Bolsheviks 

o Ordered arrest of Lenin Trotsky and Kamenev were arrested 

o Eroded Lenin’s popularity and he was forced to flee to Finland 

o Hundreds of Bolsheviks were forced into exile 

o Stopped printing of the Pravda 

o Bolsheviks facing massive unpopularity 

o Kerensky becomes the Prime Minister 

• Proved that the Provisional Government was still strong enough to crush a rebellion 

KORNILOV AFFAIR 

• Kornilov was the new commander in chief 

o Kerensky thought he could use Kornilov to enhance prestige of his government (‘strong 

man’) 

o Kerensky acting like a tsar – growing hatred 

• Threatened by advancing German army, Kornilov warned Kerensky of the urgent need to 

defend Petrograd – sought to impose martial law there 

• Both had the same aims 

o Reduce or counter-balance the power of the Soviet 

o Increase the authority of the Provisional Government 

o Restore discipline in the army 

• Accepting Kornilov’s army into the city brought with it the risk of military counter-revolution 

• When Kerensky heard rumours of Kornilov’s plans, he immediately called on loyal citizens to  

take up arms and defend the city (sacked Kornilov) 

o Bolsheviks released from prison 

o Given arms by the very government that they were pledged to overthrow 

OUTCOMES OF THE KORNILOV AFFAIR: 

• Kerensky was now hated on both sides of the political divide – accused of having plotted with 

a political dictator 

• Further isolated the Provisional Government  

o Showed its vulnerability to military threat 



 

 

o Revealing its political weakness 

• Allowed for a revival of the Bolsheviks – they had opposed Kornilov and now enjoyed massive 

popularity 

o Able to present themselves as defenders of Petrograd and Revolution 

o Diverting attention away from their failure in the July Days 

• Red Guards were now heroes – distributing weapons 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OCTOBER REVOLUTION 

LEAD UP TO THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION: 

• Trotsky had been released from detention 

• Bolsheviks make gains in Duma city elections in August and September 

o 20-30% from May to August in Petrograd 

o 11-51% from June to September in Moscow 

o Other parties didn’t  regularly attend meetings with the soviets 

• Provisional Government shifted right and Petrograd Soviet moved to the left 

• Trotsky elected chairman of the Petrograd Soviet 

• By September, the Menshevik party ceased to exist in Petrograd 

• September 12th: Lenin insisted that the “Bolsheviks can and must seize power” in a letter – must 

be done urgently before the November elections for the Constituent Assembly 

 

 

EVENTS OF OCTOBER 1917: 

• 10th October: Meeting of Bolsheviks 

o Lenin had persuaded the Congress that an armed insurrection was necessary 

HISTORIANS INTERPRETATIONS: 

• “The Provisional Government had authority without power whilst the Soviet had power 

without authority” - Kerensky 

• 'They went to war in order to make peace.' - Orlando Figes (June Offensive) 

• “Death gasp of the Russian army” (June Offensive) - Pipes 

• “hopeless vacillator” during July Days (Lenin) – Pipes 

• But that order did not come, and the crowd in front of Tauride Palace, not quite sure of what 

it should do, soon lost all organization.' - Orlando Figes 

• 'Failed coup d’état.' - Richard Pipes 

• “the prelude to the October Revolution” (Kornilov affair) – Lynch 

• “Kerensky’s defeat over Kornilov was also his own political defeat”, “lost all real authority” – 

Figes 

• The Kornilov revolt opened up a power vacuum at the centre and set the scene for the 

October Revolution.' - Christopher Read 

• Kornilov affair boosted the fortunes of the Bolsheviks.' - Edward Acton 



 

 

o Many members of Central Committee were not convinced so no date was agreed 

upon 

• 15th-16th October: Crisis meeting 

o Acknowledged practical problems of an insurrection 

▪ No idea how workers and soldiers might react to a specifically Bolshevik takeover 

▪ No practical control of the railway and communications 

▪ Did not control the Red Guards 

• Soviet Congress is delayed to the 25th  

o Difference of 5 days was crucial 

▪ Bolsheviks could not have taken power on the 20th but extra days meant they 

were effectively ready to take power 

▪ Mobilised the disorganised Red Guard 

▪ Won more control of the Petrograd Garrison 

▪ Appealed to the workers to get ready to defend the revolution 

▪ Did everything they could to make the public lose faith in the Provisional 

Government 

• 9th October: Establishment of Milrevcom 

• Of the Petrograd Soviet 

• Way of calming Petrograd Garrison and getting them read in case 

Germany attacked the capital 

• Trotsky added that it should be used as a “revolutionary defence 

committee” 

• By 20th: Bolsheviks now realised that the MRC would be very useful in any 

seizure of power 

• 21st: Petrograd Garrison voted to support the MRC and Petrograd Soviet 

• 22nd: Demonstrations sponsored by the Bolsheviks to convince workers to 

accept a takeover of power by the Congress of Soviets 

o Provisional Government finally woke up to the threat against them. 

Helplessly considered bringing soldiers from northern front but could 

not trust them. 

• 24th: Declared Kerensky’s act as the beginning of counter revolution 

25TH OCTOBER 1917: STORMING OF THE WINTER PALACE 

• MRC now planned to disperse the pre-parliament, arrest the Provisional Government and seize 

control of Petrograd 

• Occupied by 1500 troops 

• 2am; Bolsheviks enter the Palace via unlocked back windows and gates 

• Lenin simply declared the Soviets had power, declaring end of the Provisional Government 

• Bolsheviks did not seize power – it fell into their own hands 

• Evening of 26th October: 

o Second Congress of Soviets had met 

o Kamenev declared ministers of the Provisional Government had been arrested 

 

 

WHY WAS THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT SO WEAK? 



 

 

• Kerensky unpopular 

o Russian intelligentsia rejected him in disgust 

o Fallen victim to popular rumour (he was a drunk etc.) 

• Kerensky failed to act (1st-15th) 

o Didn’t fortify Petrograd against an uprising or arresting the Bolsheviks while they were still 

undivided and unready 

o He did neither 

o Los command of military force 

• 23rd-24th October  

o Zinoviev and Kamenev published an article arguing there should be no coup 

o Kerensky closed the two newspapers and arrested some Bolsheviks and MRC leaders 

▪ This helped Lenin – gave him an excuse for insurrection 

WHAT CAUSED THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION? WHY DID THE BOLSHEVIKS SUCCEED? 

1. Weakness of the Provisional Government 

• Had no military support 

• Kerensky had no allies 

• Inability to arouse genuine enthusiasm 

• Had come nowhere near to solving Russia’s problems 

• By October, the Bolsheviks were pushing against an open door 

• Intended to be an interim government 

• Lenin had made it his task to undermine their claim of a Constituent Assembly 

• Kerensky feared of attack form the right not the left – this preoccupied the thoughts 

of many in the government and  resulted in lack of political stoppage towards the 

Bolsheviks – Kornilov was seen as a bigger threat than Lenin 

2. Weakness of the non-Bolshevik parties 

• Other parties did not lead the revolution – they had accepted the February 

Revolution as a genuine one 

• Weakened by their support for the war 

o Regarded it as Russia’s duty to defeat the enemy 

• Mensheviks had good reason to cooperate with the Provisional Government 

o had to align themselves with other parties to work for the consolidation of a 

bourgeois revolution 

• None of the other parties were as well equipped as the Bolsheviks 

3. Bolshevik ruthlessness 

• Lots of planning, had a direction and goal 

• It meant that no other party could hope to gain power unless it was able to 

overcome the challenge of these dedicated revolutionaries 

• Lenin was absent – feared being shot by Government – overestimated their strength 

 

 

 

 

 

HISTORIANS INTERPRETATIONS: 

• Kerensky “dismissed the Bolshevik threat” – Pipes 

• “October was a classic coup d’état” - Pipes 

• 'The Bolsheviks did not seize power, they picked it up.' - Adam Ulam 



 

 

ROLE OF KEY LEADERS IN THE REVOLUTION OF 1917 

LENIN TROTSKY 

• Surprised by the February Revolution and 

overthrow of the Tsar 

• “What is to be done?” speech at Finland 

station and April Theses: 

o Declaring revolution had not finished 

o Must start to prepare for another 

revolution 

o Ordered Bolsheviks to not cooperate 

with the Provisional Government 

o Attracted peasant support 

• Crisis of the Provisional Government in July 

days 

o Gave Lenin opportunity  

o Disorganised uprising proved that 

the Bolsheviks were not quite ready 

for power 

o Lenin fled to Finland to escape arrest 

• Kornilov affair 

o Allowed Bolsheviks to recover and 

regain prestige 

• Return to Petrograd 

o Secretly returned to Russia 

o Exerted himself to bully the Bolshevik 

Central Committee into an 

immediate seizure of power – this 

judgement of urgency allowed the 

Bolsheviks to overthrow the 

Provisional Government 

o Instigated the October Revolution 

o Wrote the MRC decree declaring 

the Provisional Government 

overthrown 

• September 1917: Appointed the main 

Bolshevik representative in the Petrograd 

Soviet 

• Chairman of Petrograd Soviet 

• 9 October: Soviet set up the Milrevcom 

• Trotsky used his influence to have himself 

accepted as one of the troika appointed 

to run the MRC – gained an effective 

military force for Bolshevik control in 

Petrograd 

• Now in a position to draft plans for the 

overthrow of the Provisional Government 

• Trotsky directed the Red Guards in their 

seizure of the key vantage points in 

Petrograd 

• Proactive in advising the Petrograd Soviet 

to overthrow the Provisional Government 

• Laid down the plans for the October 

Revolution 

• Links with the soldiers 

o Asked the Garrison to pledge its 

support to the MRC (21 October) 

• Handling the Congress of Soviets 

o Provoked Mensheviks in walking out 

cleverly leaving the Bolsheviks with 

complete majority in the Congress 

KERENSKY TSAR NICHOLAS II 

• War minister and planned the June 

Offensive 

o Subsequent failure provoked a crisis 

in which his governing coalition fell 

apart 

• Kornilov crisis 

o Struggled to control Kornilov 

o Kornilov appears to turn against 

Kerensky’s authority and sent his 

troops to Petrograd to possibly stage 

a coup – Kerensky declared himself 

commander in chief and ordered 

an inquiry into the apparent act of 

treason 

o Documents that suggested he was 

working with Kornilov to acquire a 

dictatorship – all public opinion 

turned against him 

• Taking direct command during the war 

left the population seeing him as a 

scapegoat for the army’s losses in WW1 

• Blamed for failure in the war and also led 

to striking of women and workers in the 

February Revolution 

• Tried closing the duma in 1917 (failed – 

created the Provisional Committee) 

• Out of the country during February 

Revolution 

• Advised to abdicate by his generals 

• Tsar ordered soldiers to open fire on the 

people protesting – soldiers mutinied as 

they refused this order to fire on their own 

people (lost support from army) 

• Signed away 300 years of Romanov rule 



 

 

• He was weak in fighting Bolshevik 

opposition in the October Revolution 

TENSIONS IN TSARIST RUSSIA 

• Rapid industrialisation in the 1890s – producing a factory proletariat and labour movement 

• Mass strikes  

• Large demonstrations the militant armies and police could not overthrow them 

• Serious crop failure 1901 

• Increasing population = land shortages (20% only held by peasants) 

• Taxes on peasants increased significantly 

• Social tensions amongst nationalities 

• Autocratic government  

• Geography – larges country in the world, making it difficult to implement reform 

• Okhrana – secret police force, responsible for thousands of innocent Russians being exiled 

 

 

 

FORMATION OF MENSHEVIKS AND BOLSHEVIKS 

• Lenin outlined his vision of an authoritarian party in his pamphlet ‘What is to be done?’ (March 

1902)  

• Split of Social Democratic Labour Party occurred at Second Party Congress in Brussels 1903 

• Whilst Lenin did not originally claim a majority and was outvoted by 5, opponents who walked 

out eventually led to a majority, creating the misleading title of the Bolsheviks 

• Martov’s supporters were not by any means a minority but Lenin strategically applied the label 

the Mensheviks to them – creating a long-lasting false impression 

RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR (1904-05) 

• Russia was imperialist and sought to expand its empire 

o Wanted more ports and resources around the world 

o Turned to the East 

• Trans-Siberian Railway was a direct move to expand into this area 

• Japan was also looking to expand its empire and as a result of defeating China 

• Russia was able to negotiate permission from China to build a railway across Manchuria 

extending into Russia 

• Witte correctly argued that Russia would antagonise Japan – distant war would be costly and 

aggravate the revolutionary situation at home 

o Tsar dismissed Witte and replaced him with a more aggressive admiral in charge of this 

region 

• By 1904, Japan had made a treaty with Britain and was ready to challenge Russia 

• War broke out in January 1904 

o Russia defeated at Port Arthur (August-October 1904) 

o Battle of Mukden (January 1905 = 12000 Russian deaths 

o Battle of Mukden (February 1905) = 90000 Russian deaths 

HISTORIANS INTERPRETATIONS: 

• “reaction to industrial recession and bad harvests” - Lynch 



 

 

o Battle of Tsushima (May 1905) = devastated the Russian fleet (26 ships sunk, including 8 

major battleships) 

• Significance: 

o Humiliation – shocked by Russia’s poor technological infrastructure 

▪ Compounded by the disastrous Treaty of Portsmouth which sacrificed large 

amounts of territory to Japan 

o War had come at a time of great social unrest 

o Evident that Russia was underequipped for military engagement due to poor transport 

system 

o Discredited the competence of the Tsarist regime 

▪ Lost faith considering the ‘little’ power Japan had 

▪ Bad food, shelter and medical care for soldiers tarnished public perception of 

the regime’s benevolence towards, or care, for its people 

 

 

 

BLOODY SUNDAY 

• Industrial workers were at the forefront of opposition to the tsarist regime 

• October 1904, wages had dropped by a quarter 

o Also poor harvests, terrible working conditions, industrial recession 

• December 1904 

o Four workers from the Putilov steel works were dismissed – leading masses to strike to 

support them 

• By January 1905, 120,000 were on strike leading to the events of Bloody Sunday 

• Gapon key figure 

o Born into peasant family 

o 1904 established the Assembly of Russian Factory Workers – pursue industrial reform 

▪ 6000-8000 members 

▪ Planned to approach Nicholas II on Sunday 9th January 1905 

▪ Panic in police ranks meant that the protestors were fired upon, leaving 40 

people dead outside the Winter Palace 

o Petition 

▪ Demanded political changes 

• Guarantee of civil rights 

• Freedom of speech 

• Ministerial responsibility 

• Equality before the law 

• Separation of Church and state 

▪ Economic changes 

• Eight hour day 

• Better wages 

• Education for workers 

▪ Demanded end to Russo-Japanese War 

• Significance: 

HISTORIANS INTERPRETATIONS: 

• “widespread contempt for the regime” – Perfect 



 

 

o Despite not being present, Tsar did not order the troops to fire but was held responsible 

for the tragedy 

o Instead of Little Father he became known as ‘Nicholas the Bloody’ 

o Autocracy was on the verge of collapse 

 

• Revolution of 1905: 

o Strikes 

▪ January = 400,000 workers went on strike 

▪ October = General Strike = 2,865,000 (64%) workers on strike 

• Railway workers went on strike, locking down all rail transport 

o Peasant rebellion 

▪ Attack on exploitive landlords 

▪ 3000 manor houses destroyed 

▪ Aim was economic 

▪ Minimal guidance from revolutionary leaders 

▪ Peasants became educated to think and act politically 

• Through building of schools, discussion groups, railway stations etc.  

• Begun to hear political ideas and apply them to their own condition 

▪ Peasant Union  

• 90 million peasants 

• Stated that they would not pay taxes, provide recruits to army or obey 

tsarist officials until the demands of land, equal civil rights, universal 

education and a national parliament were met 

• Between January and October 1905, Tsar ordered out the army to crush 

peasant activity on 2700 occasions 

▪ Soldier and sailor mutinies 

• Soldiers and sailors shared the grievances of the peasants and workers 

• Had grievances of their own from harsh military service 

• Mutiny on Battleship Potemkin (June 1905) 

o Subject to brutal discipline, harsh punishments and beatings 

o Murdered a number of officers and took over the ship 

o Returned to Odessa – huge crowd gathered expressing respect 

o Government sent in troops to disperse the gathering 

o They began directly firing into the crowd 

o 2000 were killed and 3000 wounded 

o Significance of 1905 revolution: 

▪ Invention of the Soviet  

• Clear evidence that the revolution was created by massive movement in 

people 

• Parliament created for the workers to negotiate with the Tsar 

▪ Revolution was crushed 

• Tsar has enough loyal soldiers to send out punitive forces which crushed 

rebellion 

• Declared martial law 

• Workers had virtually no savings and were forced to go back to work 

▪ Workers could move from labour to political demands 



 

 

▪ Workers could go onto revolutionary actions and change political structures 

▪ Workers did not need professional revolutionary leaders like Lenin – did this by 

themselves 

▪ Coalition of parties could work together 

• October Manifesto 

o Witte advised Nicholas to compromise and wrote this for him 

o It conceded: 

▪ The election of a duma 

▪ Laws to be approved by a duma 

▪ Freedom of religion and speech 

▪ Freedom from arbitrary arrest/imprisonment 

o Worked because it split the opposition: 

▪ Working people generally not satisfied 

▪ Some middle-class accepted it 

▪ Conservative forces supported the Tsar 

• Fundamental Laws 1906 

o 23rd April 1906 

o Tsar considered duma to be a consultative rather than legislative body 

o Reiterated the Tsar’s supreme autocratic rule 

o All laws passed required his approval 

o Retained complete control over foreign affairs, military supervision, states of emergency 

o Any promise from October Manifesto was quashed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ROLE OF THE DUMAS 

FIRST DUMA: APRIL-JULY 1906 

• First parliament only lasted 73 days 

• Elaborate opening ceremony highlighted the difference between the opulence of the tsar 

and the destitution of the majority of the population 

• Peasants held large majority of deputy positions (38%) – Kadets largest political party 

• These two groups formed a coalition and demanded laws – freedom to strike, freedom to 

publicly assemble, abolition of capital punishment, universal and direct voting and seizure of 

large estates and redistribution to the peasants 

• Nicholas refused these demands and closed the parliament, not before announcing Stolypin 

as Prime Minister 

SECOND DUMA: FEBRUARY-JUNE 1907 

HISTORIANS INTERPRETATIONS: 

• “reason for revolt was economic hardship” – Skocpol 

• “instantly escalated into a major crisis” – Pipes 

• “monarchy’s fate hung by a thread” – Service 

• “clear demonstration of its fundamental problems” – Read 

• “minor role was played by the revolutionaries” – Lynch 

• “document did its job…split opposition” – Read 



 

 

• More radical than first duma 

• Greatly divided ideologically with deputies ranging from Socialist revolutionaries to monarchists 

• Near impossible for tsar and Prime Minister to work with such a disparate group 

• After criticism of organisation of military, the tsar sought to dissolve the duma 

• It was finally dissolved on the 3rd June after disagreements about land reform 

THIRD DUMA: NOVEMBER 1907-12 

• Hope of reform was shattered when Stolypin made sweeping changes to the electoral system 

while the duma was not in session 

• Voting was suspended in some districts as the tsar decided that the population was not yet 

developed enough 

• Changes resulted in the number of peasant, urban workers and small landowners were 

reduced and more members of the landed gentry was increased 

• The aim of the new laws meant a decrease in those eligible to vote 

• However, the existence of the duma proved to European powers that Russia was now a 

modern nation. This duma was allowed to serve the full five year term 

FOURTH DUMA: NOVEMBER 1912-AUGUST 1914 

• The term of the fourth duma was plagued with mounting crises, including assassination of the 

Prime Minister, Stolypin 

• This most conservative duma was tested by radical protesters 

• The workers movement began to resurface, prompted by the massacre of 500 miners from the 

Lena Goldfields in Siberia in 1912. These workers had protested at poor conditions and pay, 

and were brutally killed 

• Many deputies began to be tired of the reactionary approach of the tsar and began to voice 

their concerns 

• Historians have suggested the four dumas of Nicholas II were a wasted opportunity that did not 

present itself again 

 

 

 

 

WORLD WAR ONE 

• Sharpened existing grievances and created new ones, therefore contributing to the February 

Revolution 

• Progress of war: 

o Initial surge of patriotism 

o Russian army known as the “Russian Steamroller” 

o Successive defeats 

▪ Battle of Tannenburg (August 1914) 

• Tarnished popular perception of the competence of the regime 

• 70,000 Russians killed 

• Poor organisation of the war effort 

HISTORIANS INTERPRETATIONS: 

• “arenas from conflict between the autocracy and the liberals” – Read 

• “played a major role in instigating the February Revolution” - Pipes 



 

 

o Poor equipment, food and medical aid 

o Only 4.6 million rifles for 6.5 million men (estimated by Lauren Perfect) 

o Zemstva had to provide aid packages – making government look uncaring and 

incapable 

• 5 million killed in total 

• Tsar takes supreme command of the army 

o Made him personally responsible for the subsequent defeats 

o Unable to talk in an inspiring way to them 

• Government left in the hands of the unpopular Tsarina 

o Subject to rumour 

o Rasputin – ministerial leapfrogging 

o Political pornography 

o Damaged public respect for the monarchy and tarnished perceptions of the dynasty’s 

legitimacy 

• Food and transport 

o Caused high bread prices and bread queues  

o Typical woman in Petrograd spent 40 hours per week in food queues 

o Temperatures plummeted to -15°C 

o Wages fell by 20% from 1913 level – escalation in industrial strikes 

o Drew adult male labour away from farms and factories (deaths) 

o Railway system collapsed 

▪ 33% food, fuel, industrial supplies were reaching Petrograd and Moscow by 1916 

▪ Price of meat rose by 300% 

o Spending rose from 4 million to 30 million roubles between 1914-17 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NATIONALISM 

• Russia was an empire 

• Nationalism quite a new development in which the Tsarist regime was unaware of how 

powerful it could be 

• Nationalities of Russian empire demanded freedom in revolution of 1905 

• Nationalism strengthened by the repressive forces of russification 

• Repression of identity and culture creates a powerful fuel of resentment and a desire for 

independence 

• Closely linked with socialist and revolutionary movements 

MARXISM/MARXIST-LENINISM 

HISTORIANS INTERPRETATIONS: 

• “did not have adequate forces” – Pipes 

• “served to increase the Tsar’s unpopularity” – Acton 

• “loyalty to the monarchy finally snapped” (sailors/soldiers) – Figes 

• “growing sense of public panic and hysteria” – Figes 

• “brought about the final destruction of Tsarism” – Read 



 

 

• First stage would be a bourgeois revolution – ambitious middle-class would become impatient 

with Tsar 

• Second stage is workers revolution 

• All power to the Soviets 

• Industrial proletariat would quickly make a revolutionary force and overthrow capitalism 

• Ideas were a guide for action 

• Battle of the classes – those who do not have property trying to take it from classes that do – 

make the workers realise who their enemies were 

COUNT SERGEI WITTE 

• Minister of finance 1892, minister 1893 

• Created Trans-Siberian railway – placed Russian rouble on gold standard 

• Encouraged industrialisation 

o Create employment 

o Give Russia economic wealth  

• Tsar disliked his powerful intellect and forced personality  

• Represented Russia in negotiations to end the Russo-Japanese war 

• Wrote the October Manifesto for Tsar Nicholas II 

PYOTR STOLYPIN 

• Prime Minister 

• Crushed revolution of 1905 

• Responsible for the progressive limiting of the powers of the Dumas 

CHALLENGES BY THE SRS 

• Carried out over 2000 executions 

• Promised the peasants their party would end land ownership by the propertied classes and 

ensure land would be given to people who really “owned” it 

o Ensured massive support on this basis 

KADETS 

• Rejected the October Manifesto and Fundamental Laws 

• Great opposition towards the Tsarist regime 

• Made up of intellectuals, lawyers, doctors and liberal landowners 

• Led by Milyukov  


